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jcoco draws inspiration from the culinary arts to 
craft distinct and delicious chocolate recipes, 
starting with superior tasting cacao. Each of our 
10 flavors tells a unique story about the origins 
and cuisines that inspire us. Fan favorites like 
our Black Fig Pistachio in dark chocolate and 
Cayenne Veracruz Orange in white chocolate 
show just how bold and versatile chocolate 
can be with a little imagination and quality 
ingredients.

c h o c o l at e  f i g h t s  h u n g e r

As we celebrate food and flavor through 
chocolate, we also strive to make an impact in 
our communities. That’s why we donate a portion 
of all jcoco sales to our food bank partners at 
the front lines of the fight against U.S. hunger: 
Northwest Harvest, Food Bank for New York City, 
and SF-Marin Food Bank.

our story

millions
of servings of fresh 

food donated!
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We’ve collaborated with Seattle chef Tarik Abdullah to bring you 

Boharat Middle Eastern Spice in Dark Chocolate. The Boharat spice is 

used throughout Middle Eastern cuisine often in lentil dishes and stews. 

Our 60% cacao bar transforms this traditionally savory flavor profile, 

infusing dark chocolate with spices such as cumin, black peppercorn, 

cinnamon and cloves for a surprisingly harmonious combination of 

flavors. 

non-gmo | gluten-free | vegan | kosher | rainforest alliance certified cacao

Our 80% dark chocolate bar celebrates the unique flavor profile 

of origin cacao, harvested in the central Matagalpa region of 

Nicaragua. The chocolate leads with bold toasted notes and gives 

way to a rich, fudgy flavor in the middle palate. As it melts, fruit-

forward notes emerge beginning with raisin and evolving into a 

bright grapefruit finish. This bar has only the classic ingredients of 

chocolate so you can taste the unique characteristics of this origin 

bean. 

non-gmo | gluten-free | vegan | kosher | ethically sourced

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80813 4
15ct case
item 480613

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80313 9
6ct case 
item 480493

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80812 7
15ct case
item 480612

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80312 2
6ct case
item 480492

boharat middle eastern spice
black peppercorn, cumin, cinnamon and cloves   

in dark chocolate

80% dark chocolate
matagalpa origin beans
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The Arabica coffee species originated in the highlands of 

Ethiopia, and now makes up about 59% of the world’s coffee 

production. In our Arabica Espresso bar, we’ve infused 60% 

cacao dark chocolate with fresh ground espresso as well as 

a unique, sustainable ingredient called CoffeeFlour®. Rich in 

antioxidants, potassium, iron, and fiber, CoffeeFlour® lends 

deep fruity undertones and a slightly coarse texture to this 

superfood bar.

non-gmo | gluten-free | vegan | kosher | rainforest alliance certified cacao

We use fluffy sea salt crystals, hand harvested in a Balinese 

tradition that spans over one thousand years, to offset the 

round caramel notes of this milk chocolate bar. Add in the 

buttery chunks of toffee, and you have the perfect decadent 

treat reminiscent of the classic milk chocolate flavors many of 

us have grown to love.

non-gmo | gluten-free | kosher | rainforest alliance certified cacao

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80810 3
15ct case
item 480610

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80310 8
6ct case
item 480490

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80811 0
15ct case
item 480611

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80311 5
6ct case
item 480491

arabica espresso
in dark chocolate

bali sea salt toffee
in milk chocolate
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An elevated spin on the classic fruit and nut combination, our 

Black Fig Pistachio bar in 72% cacao unites chewy California 

mission figs with crunchy whole roasted pistachios. The semi-

sweet, fudgy chocolate is enhanced by an adventure in texture, 

making Black Fig Pistachio a fan favorite on the jcoco chocolate 

menu.

non-gmo | gluten-free | vegan | kosher 

This milk chocolate bar takes the light, airy bite of a Crunch bar 

and elevates it with South American inspired ingredients. We use 

quinoa puffed under low heat, glaze it in blue agave to seal 

the texture, and add in toasted sesame seeds, creating a milk 

chocolate experience that leans more savory than sweet. 

non-gmo | gluten-free | kosher | rainforest alliance certified cacao

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80803 5
15ct case
item 480603

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80303 0
6ct case
item 480483

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80806 6
15ct case
item 480606

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80306 1
6ct case
item 480486

black fig pistachio
in dark chocolate

crisp quinoa sesame
in milk chocolate
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1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80802 8
18ct case
item 480602

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80302 3
12ct case
item 480482

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80805 9
15ct case
item 480605

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80305 4
6ct case
item 480485

edamame sea salt
in milk chocolate

noble dark
72% dark chocolate

The unexpected ingredients in our Edamame Sea Salt bar never 

fail to surprise and delight first-time tasters. Inspired by Asian 

Fusion cuisine, we take crunchy, toasted edamame and merge 

it with creamy milk chocolate and fine sea salt. The result is a 

perfect balance of sweet and savory tasting notes with a nutty 

texture. 

non-gmo | gluten-free | kosher | rainforest alliance certified cacao

A dark chocolate lover’s dream, our Noble Dark bar is made 

from a blend of Nicaraguan cacao beans and boasts a 

complex, fruit-forward flavor profile. Crunchy cocoa nibs add a 

little texture to the mouthfeel without interrupting the nuanced 

character of the chocolate.

non-gmo | gluten-free | vegan | kosher | ethically sourced
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The Cayenne Veracruz Orange bar has been known to convert 

even dark chocolate purists into white chocolate fans. Drawing 

inspiration from a local delicacy in the Yucatan Peninsula - a fresh 

sliced orange with a light dusting of chili powder - this bar leads 

with a citrusy aroma, melts into a creamy, dreamsicle sensation and 

finishes with a kick of red pepper. 

non-gmo | gluten-free | kosher 

True coconut fans will appreciate the hearty shavings of dried 

coconut that lend this bar its unique texture and subtle sweetness. 

Coupled with whole pecans and a touch of sea salt, this creamy 

milk chocolate bar is our ode to the island of Vanuatu.

non-gmo | gluten-free | kosher | rainforest alliance certified cacao

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80801 1
15ct case
item 480601

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80301 6
6ct case
item 480481

1 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80804 2
15ct case
item 480604

3 oz bars
UPC 0 81014 - 80304 7
6ct case
item 480484

cayenne veracruz orange
in white chocolate

coconut pecan
in milk chocolate
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gifts
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p r i s m g i f t  b o x

The Prism Gift Box is the perfect culmination of the three ingredients 

that define jcoco chocolate: culinary flavors, colorful design, and 

commitment to fighting hunger in our communities. This gift box 

features a 1oz bar in each of our 10 inspired flavors, perfect for 

taking a journey across the globe through chocolate. 

master case item 480972 | UPC 0 81014 - 80922 3 | case ct: 4

8 b a r m i n i  a s s o r t m e n t

This miniature set is a great grab-and-go gift, featuring perfectly 

portioned one ounce bars in 8 delicious flavors: arabica espresso 

in 60% dark chocolate, black fig pistachio in 72% dark chocolate, 

bali sea salt toffee in milk chocolate, coconut pecan in milk 

chocolate, edamame sea salt in milk chocolate, noble dark 72% 

dark chocolate, cayenne veracruz orange in white chocolate, and 

agave quinoa sesame in milk chocolate. 

master case item 480987 | UPC 0 81014 - 80937 7 | case ct: 12

ta s t i n g e x p e r i e n c e b o x
(on the pink, blue and green bands, “jcoco” is embossed in copper foil)

The jcoco Tasting Experience Box features 15 mini chocolate bars 

in 5 assorted flavors. Accompanied by a pamphlet of pairing 

suggestions for all 10 jcoco flavors, the Tasting Experience Box is a 

vibrant, share-worthy collection of culinary-inspired chocolate.

red band (dark chocolate assortment):
arabica espresso, noble dark, black fig pistachio, 80% dark, boharat

master case item 480976 | UPC 0 81014 - 80926 1 | case ct: 3

pink band (milk + dark assortment):
arabica espresso, noble dark, black fig pistachio, coconut pecan, 

bali sea salt toffee

master case item 480975 | UPC 0 81014 - 80925 4 | case ct: 3

blue band (milk + dark assortment):
edamame sea salt, bali sea salt toffee, coconut pecan, 80% dark, 

boharat

master case item 480990 | UPC 0 0 81014 - 80940 7 | case ct: 3

green band (milk + dark assortment):
agave quinoa sesame, edamame sea salt, 80% dark, black fig 

pistachio, noble dark 

master case item 480974 | UPC 0 81014 - 80924 7 | case ct: 3
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phone 800.334.3600 | fax 425.264.2811 | jcocochocolate.com
seattle chocolate company 1180 andover park west | seattle, wa 98188

jcoco is a trademark of the Seattle Chocolate Company.

item # product description single unit upc Item Wt. case pk.

330033 black acrylic counter display (empty; holds 18 minis) N/A 18 oz 1

325099 “build your own” black envelope for mini bars N/A 1 oz 1

480603 jcoco black fig pistachio inner case pack 081014 808035 1 oz 15

480604 jcoco coconut pecan inner case pack 081014 808042 1 oz 15

480602 jcoco edamame sea salt inner case pack 081014 808028 1 oz 15

480606 jcoco agave quinoa sesame inner case pack 081014 808066 1 oz 15

480601 jcoco cayenne veracruz orange inner case pack 081014 808011 1 oz 15

480605 jcoco noble dark with nibs inner case pack 081014 808059 1 oz 15

480610 jcoco arabica espresso inner case pack 081014 808103 1 oz 15

480611 jcoco bali sea salt toffee inner case pack 081014 803115 1 oz 15

480612 jcoco 80% origin dark 081014 808134 1 oz 15

480613 jcoco boharat middle eastern spice 081014 808134 1 oz 15

chocolate fights hunger 
every time you purchase jcoco, we 
donate a portion of sales to our U.S. 

food bank partners.

J CO CO 
fine chocolate crafted for the adventurous palate

wholesale website
create an account with our wholesale website 

to move through the checkout process faster, 

access forms and sell sheets, store multiple shipping 

addresses, view your orders, and much more. 

visit wholesale.seattlechocolate.com

ordering
wholesale order minimum is $150. questions? please 

give us a call or email mon-fri 8am-4pm PST: 800-334-

3600 or wholesale@seattlechocolate.com

shipping policy
shipping cost* is the percentage of order total, 
depending on location:
      percentage

washington & oregon     7.5%
california      10%
alaska & hawaii     30%
other states      14%

(*fuel surcharge may be applicable)

orders will be processed for shipment within 5 to 10 business days. all 

orders ship FOB seattle chocolate. seattle chocolate sells to qualified 

wholesale reseller customers only; proof of business consists of a 

current and valid business license. street addresses are required for 

shipping. apologies, we are unable to ship to P.O. boxes, APO/FPO 

addresses, or to international addresses.

jcoco 1oz bar 15ct case pack jcoco 3oz bar 6ct case pack black acrylic counter display

shippers & displays
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jcocochocolate.com | 1180 andover park w. seattle, wa 98188 | 800.334.3600


